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The magic meeting in Cincinnati drew some participants. One is tired from the previous
days. The last show on an improvised stage. You lean back, sleepy you look forward, you
fight to keep your eyes open, which is still favored by the darkness in the hall.  
No, the following artists are not to be sworn with God.

WHAMM -
The show
starts fast
and

professional. Ted and Marion Outerbridge do exactly what's right in such a moment. A
rousing hammer show. Tired of getting tired quickly. You can see that there are
professionals at work who have perfected their craft in countless shows in front of laymen.  
Marion is a professional dancer, Ted perfect and energetic.

A power duo.
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Paper restoration, a quickchange without cover that surprises everyone in the room and
already introduces them to their first original illusion. The time machine is an original
illusion with which one can turn back the time, which is visualized by a disappearance and
a costume change. A deceptive illusion that fits in with the theme of time this evening is
dedicated to. Everything has its meaning, leads over each other and has a high speed. A
mixture of illusions and speech magic and worn moments with music.  
It goes without a hitch but without becoming superficial. Both artists find the thread to the
audience. You just like Ted and Marion and you feel directly addressed from the first
minute. Time Machine, Hindu Basket, Zersäge after Walkeling, mixed in with smaller Parlor
effects. 

 
A wonderful
show under
difficult
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circumstances. It is designed for lay audiences. The purpose is not to deceive experienced
Zaubrer. Classic in an independently new robe packed in a theme shows. that you can also
put your stamp on well-known works of art. So it is also always worth seeing for magicians. 
After the show we chat a bit. Marion is a trained dancer and is an equal partner of Ted. The
native of Düsseldorf is full of temperament and tells the story of her success. Own dance
career, dancer with Lee Pee Ville in Phantasialand were her stations before she met Ted.
Since then, the two are on the move worldwide with their program. Preferably you play
your full-length show in theaters, but also have a second program that is less expensive to
transport. The two are living in Montreal.  
Professionally, they travel in China, Europe, North America and Canada. You can present
your show in English, German and French. 
From Cincinnati the two go directly to the Magic Castle where they play their show in the
theater.  
 
Contact:  
https://www.outerbridgemagic.com

 

https://www.outerbridgemagic.com/
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Pierre Castell
July 7, 2018 • 10:22

I have often noticed this phenomenon (looking very many years younger) with
professional dancers. If a lot of exercise then enriched with good balanced nutrition
and cigarettes and alcohol is largely or completely omitted, this is a decent basis.
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Well, you really have to want it, because it is - as we all know - controlled by the brain.
Discipline is everything!

But that's all so easy to say. If that were so easy with the conscious diet, we would
hardly have that many overweight. Unfortunately, in 2018 I have gained almost 10 kg
again ...

Many dancers usually have to end their career (at least that's the case with ballet) at
the age of 35-40. Not just for visual reasons, but also because they can not do it
physically anymore.

Congratulations to Marion Outerbridge, who - as you can clearly see in the photos -
has a dazzling charisma.

Respect for Marion's great discipline!

Pierre Castell
June 25, 2018 • 13:14

Marion participated in Phantasialand in the illusion show of Lee Pee Ville?

That's cool.

I have to contact her directly and ask her how she looks today after about 25-30 years
so vital and good.

I'll check it out tonight, where I have my videos of Lee Pee Ville's, they all look at me
and look for Marion.

Marion, if you read that, do you still remember me (was Michael Bank "up" often)?

Hanno
June 25, 2018 • 17:54

pierre, yes it is amazing. She is a great dancer and looks way too young to be
on the show at the time. A true professional

Jens-Uwe Günzel
June 24, 2018 • 11:48
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Thanks Hanno, for the great coverage. Yes, Ted and Marion are magical people and
both very personable .... Therefore, in one of the forthcoming editions I will introduce
Ted and Marion especially for the readers of the magic, these in a special issue. Again
and again many thanks Hanno for the hard work to tell us about everything. Question:

When are you going to sleep?

Best regards Jens-Uwe


